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Forensics Team Finishes in First
Brian Masser
Contribute,ingr W riter f  ■ 4 *
After an impressive first place 
finish at the state forensics tour­
nament in Ohio for the second 
straight year, the Cedarville Fo-J 
fensics team joined forces with 
the Debate Team for a relaxing 
Weekend in the sunny state of 
California at the National Chris­
tian College Forensics Invita­
tional (NCCFI). At least, that is 
what they thought.
As it turned out, the tourna­
ment was anything but “fun in 
the sun.” After traveling all day 
Thursday and arriving in San 
Diego at 10:30 p.m. (1:30 a.m. 
Ur time), the team began com- 
etition promptly at 8 a.m. the 
ext morning. To make matters 
orse, it was actually colder in 
alifomiathan Ohio.
The team did, however, have 
heir pay-off. For the second 
ime in many years, Cedarville
The Forensics and Debate Teams proudly display their awards. Contributed
became the National Forensics 
Cham pion among Christian 
schools. With the efforts of 
sophomore Colleen Fitzsimmons 
and senior Rob Yale,who finished 
first and second, respectively, in 
Varsity individual events, and jun­
iors April Price and Andrew 
Clauson, the top two Novice 
speakers at the tournament, 
Cedarville won by an astound­
ing 122-point margin.______
See Forensics page 9
pring Performance Sold Out
Ryan Culpepper
Contributem g W riter
Spring may be upon us—quix­
otic couples in tow— but enter 
]he doors of the theatre, and the 
Romance in the air is decidedly 
hidsummer. “A Midsummer 
'light’s Dream,” that perennially 
^Popular Shakespearian fantasy, 
opened April 4 to a full house and 
f>as subsequently sold out its run 
"trough parents’ weekend.
This whimsical production 
*vith design by D.N.C. Jones 
Offers a wood alush with asym­
metry, airy pastels and prancing 
sprites who dance a pretty mean 
|>g. The show is an enjoyable 
Spectacle demonstrating the im­
pressive range of technical pos- 
fibilities available in the new SSC 
fieatre. From a fiber optic wa­
terfall to ab o u n cy  flying fairy
king, “Midsummer” invites its 
central pairs of lovers to a de­
lightfully frivolous forest where 
(as so often in real romance) 
anything that can go wrong, will.
The play opens in the stately 
palace of Theseus (Brian Huster) 
and his betrothed Hippolyta 
(Paula Thompson). The audience 
quickly learns several o f the 
young courtiers have spun a 
problematic web of affection: 
both Lysander (Jim Tullett) and 
Demetrius (Mike Colletto) are 
smitten with the lovely Flermia 
(Jillian Anderson), who fancies 
Lysander but is promised to 
Demetrius.
Meanwhile, Helena (a plucky, 
exasperated Kristin Sando) is 
tirelessly pursuing Demetrius, to 
no avail. When Lysander and 
Hermia decide to spurn courtly 
life and run off to the woods to­
gether, Demetrius follows., as 
does Helena.
Visually, this first portion of 
the play reads with intentional 
flatness. The palace drop seems 
formless and drab, providing a 
splendid contrast as the drop 
lifts and the audience gets its 
first glimpse of the multi-dimen­
sional, fantastical forest. Join­
ing an Art Nouveau sense of 
color and form with a post-Cub­
ist eye for angles, designer 
Jones creates a unique world 
where the boredom of realism 
can be completely abandoned. 
Director Rebecca Baker and 
choreographer Monica Miller 
enliven the body movement of 
the fairies with fanciful, almost 
ballet style and the sprites with 
a dark, curvy furtiveness. Jones 
keeps the fairy/ sprite distinc­
tion clear as well, with light 
Easter tones and wispy hair for 
fairies; earthy animalistic cos-
See Dream page 9
Team Talent Masked 
by Poor Record
TJI Couch
C on tribu ting  W riter
With 13 games in just eight 
days, the Yellow Jacket baseball 
team may be fighting fatigue and 
the unpredictable spring weather, 
but it has not lost sight of its 
goals for the season.
The Yellow Jackets defeated 
Wittenberg University 5-2 to 
complete this year’s sweep of 
the Tigers, who were defeated 
by the Jackets in both soccer 
and basketball. It was a well- 
played game by both teams, but 
Wittenberg was overcome by a 
stellar pitching performance 
from jun io r southpaw Josh 
Smith. Smith threw eight strong 
innings, allowing just two runs 
on seven hits. He also fanned 
two, while walking only one bat­
ter.
“I felt great today,” said Smith. 
“I knew that if I could just get 
through the first six or seven 
innings with a lead...we would 
win the game.
“This win was huge for us. 
Wittenberg is a solid team, and 
we proved how good our poten­
tial is to be a good team. It hasn’t 
all come together yet, but I’m 
confident that in time, hopefully 
soon, we’ll put it together and 
win some games,” he said.
Despite their losing record so 
far this season, the Jackets are 
playing much better than their 
record shows. They have played 
a top-notch schedule and have 
not caught any breaks so far this 
season. The Yellow Jackets have 
lost six games by three runs or 
less.
Although it has been a frus­
trating start to the Jacket sea­
son, the team has many reasons 
to be excited. With 13 returning 
players on the squad, the Yellow 
Jackets have a solid core of ex­
perience and are backed up by a 
talented class of freshmen. The 
11 newcomers have made an 
immediate impact on the team, 
and each one of them has con­
tributed to the team’s success.
Traditions are an important 
aspect of a baseball program, 
and an upperclassman’s accep­
tance and guidance of a new
See Baseball page 9
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Junior Jam ’s Popularity Demands Expansion Dates
■ Jon Collins 
Contributing' W riter
With 2,100 kids in attendance 
and 500 leaders last weekend, 
Cedarville University is already 
planning its expansion Junior 
Jam event, scheduled for Sep­
tember 5. In its fifth year of ex­
istence, Junior Jam brings kids 
together from grades three 
through six to enjoy games, 
music and the campus itself. “I 
did not think it was this big, and 
I did not realize how many 
people go to school here,” said 
Elizabeth Toffelmire, who at­
tended the event.
The program is catching on, 
according to External Relations 
Director Janice Supplee. “This 
event is so m eaningful to 
churches that this year we had 
to turn away churches,” she 
said. Now with a fall and spring 
date more churches will have a
chance to participate in this 
growing activity.
This y e a r’s program was 
themed “The Great Escape” and 
was characterized by a flurry of 
“running” analogies to drive 
home the principle of fleeing sin. 
The DMC was the scene of the 
opening activity as two govern­
ment agents (Philip Miller and 
Jim Amstutz), with the help of 
Junior Jammers, took on the 
World Agency -  a group of vil­
lains (led by K. C. Myers) who 
attempted to answer the ques­
tion, “What is the Great Escape?”
Friends Lydia Potter and 
Kristal Brickeir from Church of 
the Good Shepherd in Leo, IN, 
said they liked the hosting duo 
because “they act stupid.” Aside 
from the humor sparked by 
clum siness, the two agents 
paved the way for some impor­
tant lessons to be presented. 
These lessons were explained in 
more detail at each of the five
game stations that were set up 
across campus. In between the 
opening and closing rallies, the 
Jammers “made a run” for these 
stations which promoted gener­
osity, encouragement, truthful­
ness, believing and self-control.
Intermixed within the Great 
Escape plot were segments of 
worship led by CU band, The 
Upper Room. The band’s mix of 
energetic worship and talented 
musicians made the experience 
nothing short of inspirational. 
Frontman Randy Felker was ac­
companied by guitarist Josh 
Rogers, who also led in some of 
the songs.
“As a band we have a mission 
statement that we use to guide 
our every move. That purpose 
is: ‘To effectively lead God’s 
people before His throne in wor­
ship that we may be a genera­
tion that seeks the face of God,”’ 
said Rogers. “In each one of the 
sessions o f Junior Jam we
Students Go Without Food for
' n ’ • ' t
30 Hours to Help the Hungry
M ichelle  Lanham 
Contributing- W riter
From Friday, April 4, until 
early Saturday morning, a small 
group of the Cedarville family 
went hungry. Intentionally.
The 30-Hour Famine, spon­
sored by World Vision and the 
Tau Delta Kappa Honor Society 
(TDK), kicked off last weekend 
to raise awareness of starvation 
around the globe and raise funds 
for the hungry. Approximately 
30 students, faculty and staff 
participated in the fast. The event 
began at 12 a.m. on Friday and 
lasted until 6 a.m. Saturday.
“Going without food yourself 
gives you a feeling for what thou­
sands of people suffer every 
day,” said former TDK presi­
dent, senior Elizabeth Zeron. 
“The 30-Hour Famine isn’t just 
about raising awareness of world 
hunger, however; it’s a way to 
help.”
The Open Heirs service project 
began at 6 p.m. on Friday night. 
Participants tooks to the streets 
for an evangelism mission in the 
downtowns of Dayton, Cincin­
nati and Columbus. When they 
returned, a lock-in began around 
curfew, consisting o f prayer,
praise, worship, and personal 
testimonies, followed by some 
fun and fellowship.
The 30-Hour Famine is a na­
tionwide event with participants 
from church youth groups and 
student organizations around the 
country. The donated funds are 
sent to World Vision and are then 
distributed to starving children 
in third-world countries. This is 
Cedarville University’s third year 
of participation.
Sophomore Josh Wallace, co­
president of TDK, believes that 
past 30-Hour Famine events 
gave him his first taste of prac­
tical faith. “I think it [30-Hour 
Famine], among many factors, 
has turned me towards ministry,” 
he said. “Its greatest result may 
be the eye-opening experience 
for those who take part, hope­
fully leading to lifelong activity 
of making our faith ‘real.’”
The extended fast provided 
the opportunity for students to 
bond together to achieve a com­
mon purpose: helping those in 
need. “The 30-Hour Famine built 
up sympathy and openness that 
have changed my friendships 
since,” said Zeron. “As believ­
ers, we have it really easy in 
America; we don’t realize how
much we have to gain by de­
pending on each other and com­
ing together in the body o f 
Christ.
“When you get together with 
friends to break the fast and then 
sit there afterwards, content, 
maybe breathing hard from 
stuffing yourself, you look at the 
people around you, and you just 
have to smile and sometimes 
even laugh,” she said.
For co-president junior Chris­
tine Fairchild, the 30-Hour Fam­
ine represented just a small taste 
of empathy in action. “The Fam­
ine lets participants share the 
experience of real hunger, like 
millions of men and women, 
boys and girls all over the globe,” 
said Fairchild. In light of the cur­
rent war with Iraq, 30-Hour 
Famine also supports the inno­
cent Iraqi citizens whose lives 
have been negatively impacted in 
the conflict by providing food, 
ministry and other relief efforts.
“We are not often in a position 
to do much more than pray for 
these hurting people, but the 30- 
Hour Famine is a chance to help 
them directly ,” Zeron said. 
“Whatever we have done for the 
least of these, we have done for 
our Lord Jesus Christ Himself.”
Carrie Ziegenfuss pauses for a picture with her junior jammers. M Riddle/ Cedars
wanted nothing more than to 
lead those kids before the throne 
of their heavenly father.” For 
many kids, the worship at Jun­
ior Jam was more than just a 
chance to jump around, but to 
really reflect on God and exactly 
who He is. The highlight of the 
day for many was the perfor­
mances of David Hennig, “The 
M agician with a M ission.” 
Hennig’s tricks mixed common
magic with spiritual lessons that 
applied to the concepts presented 
earlier in the day. Hennig closed 
out the Great Escape storyline 
by escaping from a straight 
jacket and explaining the impor­
tance of Christ’s role in escap­
ing sin. Ultimately, the goal of 
Junior Jam is summed up best 
in the words of Supplee: “I al­
ways hope that the kids will take 
these lessons home with them.”
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Princess Zulu Speaks 
for AIDS Campaign
Jill Mistak 
C ontribu ting ’ W riter
No CU student could have 
missed the colorful paper dolls 
that appeared in exponentially 
increasing numbers on the walls 
in the lower level of the SSC 
March 11-17. They heralded the 
arrival of Zambian Princess Zulu 
who spoke on HIV/A1DS for 
CU’s Global HIV/AIDS Cam­
paign.
By the time Zulu arrived on 
March 17, the walls were liter­
ally covered from floor to ceil­
ing with orange, green, red and 
black paper dolls, representative 
of the colors of the Zambian flag. 
The wall-to-wall spread repre­
sented the 6,000 people who die 
every day in Africa from HIV/ 
AIDS. Senior social work ma­
jors are sponsoring a tribe from 
Zambia that is greatly affected. 
As part of this effort, Zulu ap­
peared as the special guest at the 
Soup for the Student’s Soul din­
ner in the SSC event rooms, fol­
lowed by a Q&A session over 
dessert in the Recital Hall. For 
those who attended the soup 
benefit , the event brought the 
reality of the African crisis close 
to home. Zulu herself is HIV 
positive and shared her story.
Zulu’s parents died of AIDS 
when she was only 14 years old. 
Zulu’s mother never spoke of her 
illness, but only told the princess 
that she was dying and exhorted 
Zulu to be strong. After her par­
ents’ deaths, Zulu became the 
sole caregiver of her younger 
siblings. Though she resolved to 
carry out her mother’s wishes, 
she still harbored many unan­
swered questions about the 
cause of her parents’ deaths.
Years later, after Zulu was 
married, she discovered her par­
ents had died of AIDS. It was 
now her turn to get tested. Dur­
ing this time, she started going 
to church, where she accepted 
Christ as her personal Savior. 
She started praying that her hus­
band would allow her to get 
tested, since she was required 
to have his consent for the pro­
cedure. At first he did not want 
her to get tested, since those who 
test HIV-positive are discrimi­
nated against in Zambia, but fi­
nally he gave in, and in 1997, at
the age of 21, Zulu tested posi­
tive.
With relief, Zulu jumped for 
joy, for now she could take the 
necessary steps to battle the in­
fection. “If there is no hope you 
can give me from the medical 
perspective, then at least I can 
take it to God in prayer and He’ll 
know what to do with it,” Zulu 
told the doctor. Later, her hus­
band also tested positive, but, 
miraculously, their two daugh­
ters both tested negative.
Since being diagnosed, Zulu 
has become a spokesperson edu­
cating A fricans and people 
throughout the world of the cri­
sis undertaking her own coun­
try.
The day she was diagnosed, 
Zulu purposed, “I shall not die 
before I am dead.” Since follow­
ing God’s call to break the si­
lence, Zulu has ministered by 
visiting AIDS victims in the hos­
pital, speaking throughout the 
world and starting a small or­
phanage. The orphanage now 
cares for and schools 199 chil­
dren. Zulu also hosts a nation­
ally syndicated radio program in 
Zambia called “Positive Living,” 
which serves as a platform to 
educate the Zambian people 
about HIV/AIDS. Most recently, 
Zulu also serves as assistant de­
velopment facilitator for World 
Vision Zambia Hope Initiative. 
“Even those who are not infected 
with HIV/AIDS are still affected 
by it in some way,” she said.
Senior Susan Eggebeen said, 
“I appreciated the Soup for the 
College Student’s Soul dinner 
because it provided me with a 
practical way to help with the 
AIDS crisis in Africa. After go­
ing to a Women of Vision meet­
ing about the AIDS crisis earlier 
in the week, I was convicted and 
wanted to do something to help. 
Giving five dollars to a village in 
Zambia was the least that I could 
do.”
Soups for the dinner were 
donated primarily by CU faculty 
and staff. Adjunct professor 
Bruce Girmes donated two 
handcrafted pottery bowls to go 
to the first and second prize win­
ners in the soup contest, as de­
termined by a panel of judges. 
The event brought in 1,400 dol-
See Princess page 8
News
Centennial Library Participates 
in National Library Week
A Cedarville student reads to Cedarcliff Flementary students. M. Riddle/  Cedars
Karen M owrer 
C ontribu ting ’ W riter
This past week, April 7-12, the 
Centennial Library participated in 
National Library Week.
To “celebrate the library,” the 
week kicked o ff with the 
Cedarville Yellow Jacket work­
ing behind the circulation desk. 
“I think it’s cool for the bee to 
check out books, but he seems 
a little too rotund to fit behind 
the desk,” said senior Lisa Cul­
ver.
The library was decorated with 
flowers, displays and even bal­
loons. One such display is the 
rare Bible exhibit which showed 
four Bibles from the Centennial 
Library’s special collection. It 
included a Geneva Bible printed 
in 1608, with two concordances, 
a psalter and a common book of 
prayer. There was also a Bible 
published in 1584, which for­
merly belonged to the Edinburg 
Public Library of Scotland, and 
a King James version that was 
almost identical to the 1611 first 
edition.
Junior Mark Emmons was in­
trigued. “It was interesting and 
almost surreal to see such old 
copies of the Bible,” he said. The
library also displayed their old­
est volume, Martin Luther’s Col­
lected Writings, which was pub­
lished in 1572, and has hand col­
ored illustrations with vellum 
binding.
While sophomore Melissa 
Pinkerton liked the flowers and 
balloons, she still wondered, 
“What are we doing for the li­
brarians?”
“The library staff is an inspir­
ing bunch. They create hope for 
the illiterate,” Michael Goodwin 
said. Accordingly, the librarians 
were honored for their service 
at an awards dinner last Satur­
day and in a special bulletin fea­
tured near the copy machines.
A book sale was also included 
as part of the week’s events. Li­
brary employee Kristin Pierce 
said, “The librarians did the book 
sale as a two-day event, instead 
of spreading it out, to help cel­
ebrate the library.”
This week a younger crowd 
also gathered at the college li­
brary. Carol Estes’ Children’s 
Literature class read stories to 
Cedarcliff’s elementary class on 
Tuesday in an effort to help make 
local children more excited about 
reading and incorporate the com­
munity. On Friday, the library 
awarded its Scholarship Award
See Library page 9
Schools Unite to Fight Cancer
Am anda Olsen 
C on tribu ting  W riter
On April 5 and 6, the Univer­
sity o f Dayton invited the 
schools belonging to the 
InterCollegiate Council (ICC) to 
participate in their annual Relay 
for Life, an event sponsored by 
the American Cancer Society. 
Approximately 60 Cedarville stu­
dents enthusiastically raised 
money and collectively walked 
around a track for 18 hours. In 
total, the event raised over 30,000 
dollars. Of that, Cedarville stu­
dents raised approximately 1,400 
dollars.
At 3 p.m. on April 5, Cedarville 
students pitched their tents next 
to their teammates from UD. 
Hundreds of UD and CU students 
rolled out their sleeping bags, 
made camp and participated in 
the festivities. While raising
money for the fight against can­
cer, the event also honored can­
cer survivors with a torch cer­
emony, live music, games and 
food.
Students broke up into teams 
of 8 to 15 members. Each team 
needed to have one person on 
the track at all times. Most par­
ticipants walked, although two 
Cedarville students, senior Adria 
Curts and freshman Scott Lewis, 
sometimes ran. When students 
were not on the track, they were 
sleeping, snacking, playing 
games or watching the live en­
tertainment on the stage. At mid­
night, free pizza was available to 
the participants. The relay dis­
banded at 9 a.m. Sunday.
One Cedarville student who 
attended the event, senior 
Lindsey Perkins, said, “I was 
encouraged to see so many col­
lege students from across the
Miami Valley gather together to 
support the cause.” Unfortu­
nately, the temperature ranged 
between 20 and 50 degrees.
“It was good but it was freez­
ing,” junior Kelly Wilson said.
This is the second event par­
tially sponsored by the ICC. 
Currently, the ICC is made up 
of Antioch, Cedarville, Central 
State and UD. The first event, 
Battle of the Bands at Antioch, 
catered to Antioch and Cedarville 
students. This time, the event 
mixed students from UD and 
Cedarville.
For the ICC, the Relay for Life 
had a dual purpose: joining the 
American Cancer Society in the 
fight against cancer, and provid­
ing an event where students 
from different schools could in­
teract. CU students said they 
enjoyed having an event off 
campus.
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Vilewpom isnt;
Senior Year too Late to Change 
a Major; Future Options Limited
Janna Graham 
C on tribu ting  W riter
I’m at that crucial juncture— 
the part of my life where I need 
to decide what I want to do with 
it. I hate this part.
I’ve always felt a superior sort 
of pity for those pathetic seniors 
who still don’t know what their 
“future plans” are. You know the 
type: when asked what they 
“plan to do after school” they get 
that panicked squirrel-on-crack 
look. Their eyes get misty as 
they stammer nervously, mutter­
ing numbly about an internship, 
study abroad, grad school . . . 
um, niner.
My feeling o f invincibility 
lasted until about two weeks ago. 
It was at that point that I sud­
denly realized I’m in the wrong 
major. Bad time for said discov­
ery.
Mission number one: call par­
ents and inform them that the 
loans were a waste, that they 
sacrificed their financial souls 
for nothing. Kaput. Nein. Zippo. 
I am such a loser.
My conversation with my fa­
ther went better than I had ex­
pected. Me: “Hey Dad!” Father: 
“Hello, Janna.” Me: “So, I’m 
having a few doubts about this 
whole teaching high school thing 
. . Father: “What does that 
mean—you want to teach jun­
ior high?” This was where it got 
tricky. Me: “Um, no. Not really. 
I don’t think I want to teach at 
all.” Pregnant pause. Father 
finally replies slowly and calmly, 
“Well, what do you want to do?” 
Super great question.
The problem with life is that it 
revolves around money—mak­
ing it and spending it. Therefore, 
in a literal sense, we’re all on a 
track to acquire funds, hopefully 
while “doing som ething we 
love.” My main issue with that
is the mere fact that I’ve never 
been very adept at hustling or 
maintaining a steady flow of 
“greenbacks.” Part o f  the 
trouble is that I never caught on 
to the whole money manage­
ment concept. My financial 
strategy involves writing my 
bank account number in the 
back of my Bible and switching 
banks whenever I need to bal­
ance my checkbook. Clever, I 
know.
Before my freshman year of 
college I vowed to alter my 
ways. I refused to harbor the 
thought of spending four years 
o f educational bliss doinking 
around with a faulty financial 
system.
With this in mind, entering the 
world of Mary Kay sales seemed 
like a perfect option. Though my 
personal beautifying regimen 
only consisted of brushing my 
teeth and applying deodorant, a 
woman at my church (a bonafide 
Mary Kay consultant!) assured 
me that a college campus was 
prime real estate—the perfect 
place to set up my own Mary 
Kay shop. Working from my 
dorm room appealed to me, as 
did the prospect of introducing 
myself to fellow collegiates as, 
“Janna Graham, certified beauty 
consultan t.” It seemed so 
suave, so sophisticated.
The whole thing was a fiasco. 
I should have known better than 
to trust a woman whose three- 
year-old daughter had the audac­
ity to pinch my hindquarters ev­
ery time I turned around. The 
meeting started off with a group 
of middle aged women smear­
ing various creams onto my face 
while squealing about how fabu­
lous I would look when they 
were through.
After the 42-step “moisturiz­
ing process,” sticky mascara and 
too much lipstick, I suddenly 
found myself standing in front
o f a room full o f  cheering 
women— all wearing a lot of 
make-up, all wearing pink. Their 
bright faces smiled as I stood 
there, holding a gigantic red sign 
that proclaimed in enormous let­
ters: I AM SEXY. Not one of my 
finer moments. Empowering, per­
haps, but too weird for any long 
term commitments.
With all my great plans shot to 
naught, I started off on my psy­
chedelic Ohio adventure anyway, 
optimistic about life and learning— 
ready to be a teacher! It seems 
like four years of education would 
have brought more clarity, not 
less. Instead of having the next 
30 years of my life planned and 
organized, I’m now at an impasse 
with no idea of which decision is 
the “right” one. I’m ready to “go 
forth!”—but in which direction? 
Who stole my map? People keep 
telling me that these are “the best 
four years of your life!” So that’s 
it? It’s all downhill from here?
I’ve been a student for 17 years. 
It’s what I’m good at—shouldn’t 
that count for something? How­
ever, this year is significant. It will 
be the first September that I 
won’t be an official student. I 
won’t need new notebooks and 
gel pens. Instead of writing pa­
pers, I’ll be grading them . . . 
teaching because deep down I 
know it can change someone’s 
life—even if it’s only mine.
Discovery and opportunity of­
ten masquerade as transitions: we 
must change in order to experi­
ence life more fully. Plus, a life 
filled with variety keeps you in­
terested (coffeehouse motto: life 
is short, stay awake for it). I per­
sonally take heart in the fact that 
if teaching doesn’t work out af­
ter all, Mary Kay and the Ringling 
Brothers always have openings. 
So, if you see a pink convertible 
with an elephant in the backseat 
speeding down the interstate, just 
honk and wave— it’s probably me
Student Faces
Ivana Batinic
Senior Psychology 
Major
Nicknames: Ivy, “E”
Sibs? Brother - Luka,
Sister - Marija
Hometown? M akarska, 
Croatia / Zajecar, Serbia
Who is your favorite  
chapel speaker, and why?
Alistair Begg - he finds a good 
way to deliver the truth, and he 
has a great accent.
weekend, who would you 
take, and where would you
go? Andrea, Mark, Sarah and 
Ann - on a weekend trip to Bos­
ton to check out the sights.
What one modern conve­
nience could you not live 
without? Internet
Who has been the most in­
fluential person in your life, 
and why? My mother - she 
showed me how to live outside 
of the box.
How many hours of sleep 
do you average every night?
8-9
If you could change one 
rule here at Cedarville, what
would it be? I live off cam­
pus. I love all the rules.
What is your favorite line 
from a song? “Fantasy is what 
people want; reality is what they 
need” (L. Hill)
W hat song often gets 
stuck in your head? “Vibe” 
(Homestyle)
What is the one thing that 
you have done that you would 
never do again but would rec­
ommend to someone else to 
try? Run through a glass door.
If you could meet anyone 
you wanted, who would you 
meet, and why? Jamiroqua - 
he is the most amazing dancer.
If  you could take four 
friends on a road trip this
In your opinion, what is 
the greatest movie o f all 
time? To be honest, I don’t 
think that there is a “greatest” 
movie o f all time, but some 
good ones are Vanilla Sky, Gos­
sip, Chicago.
If you could relive one 
year o f your life again, 
which would you choose, and 
why? Capernw ray Bible 
School, England - 1 met some 
great people and got to live in 
a castle for a year.
Which off-campus dining 
establishment do you most 
frequent? Chili’s - the best 
chips & salsa in the world.
When at the m all, in 
which store do you spend the 
most time? Banana or Ex­
press
If your car were going to 
break down, where would 
you most want to be 
stranded? Probably in front 
of a new car dealership
Would you rather live by 
the beach or the mountains, 
why? The beach, because noth­
ing compares to wearing a bi­
kini and sunscreen.
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From the Mailbox (Send us letters. We like to check our mail as m uch as you do. E-mail us at cedars@ cedarville.edu )
;
V /I 'u e ^
Will it reflect Cedarville?
W r ite - f f ie -W r o n g
Submitted by: Mark Kirby
Dear Editor:
Daylight savings time should be done away with. Twice each 
year our schedules are disrupted—for no discernable purpose. The 
length of daylight is not affected, and the time change causes noth­
ing but trouble.
True, many enjoy the chance to sleep in an extra hour in the fall, 
but this comes at the expense of shortened sleep in the spring, not 
to mention what happens if you forget to set your clock ahead 
(very easy to do, in spite of all the reminders)—missing breakfast, 
missing church—AAUGH!
In short, pick a time and stick with it! None of this shifting it 
around each year. Daylight savings time? It ought to be called 
daylight waste-of time.
Sincerely,
Katrina Ellcey
ft
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Humor, Stupidity can be Found 
on Both Sides o f the Atlantic
R ob  Chestnut 
Staff W riter
As much as I would love to 
talk about spring break and tell 
all of you the stories that hap­
pened, I sort of don’t want to 
be suspended a month before 
schools over. However, there is 
one story I can tell you: I went 
to New Orleans, I saw an alliga­
tor. OK, that’s it.
Wait, I was kidding, I didn’t 
lose anything (purity/state of 
consciousness/blood alcohol 
level) on Burbon Street, but I did 
have a blast and was amazed at 
how much can happen to 13 in­
nocent guys during a week. But 
why talk about my awesome 
break and make you all feel bad, 
since you went to 
Beavercre...oops, Florida. Let’s 
skip the MTV festivities of break 
and get right into what’s going 
on in the world.
As many o f you are well 
aware, there was a crisis that 
happened in the world recently, 
The Oscars. That magical night 
when all of Hollywood’s elite 
come together for what could 
possibly be a suicide bombers 
dream job.
Dolled up and decked out, 
hundreds of opinion-toting stars 
converged in L.A. to show the 
rest of the world that important
fully, Fred Durst was not in at­
tendance to tell us how we need 
to use more strategy in dealing 
with this war.
The winner of the evening was 
definitely Mr. Michael Moore, 
who happily gave us his 'A cents 
on what he really thinks about 
President Bush and his shameful 
war. Shameful, huh? Wow, these 
Hollywood types are cruel. Su­
per Cruel.
But hilarity doesn’t only exist 
on this side of the Atlantic. Yes, 
even in the face of war there is 
humor, abounding and free. 
(What?)
Take for example this year’s 
hottest comedic talent, Iraqi In­
formation Minister Mohammed 
Saeed Sahhaf, slaughtering only 
the audience with his killer “What 
American Troops?” routine! 
Who said denial was only a river 
in Egypt! (Well, I was on an Arab 
kick anyway.) Yes, the Iraqis sure 
like to keep a positive perspec­
tive on things.
For example, when posed with 
the question of are there tanks in 
Baghdad? Mr. Sahhaf responded 
with, “Tanks in Baghdad? What? 
Well not totally in Baghdad, I 
mean, there a ren ’t any over 
there. Oh yeah, and the infidels 
are being routed at a rate so great 
that we are unable to count them. 
In fact it’s so fast that it seems
advancing....but they aren’t.” 
Like som ething out o f an 
infomercial, the Iraqis have 
posted a stellar campaign in this 
war.
So cower in fear America, as 
the mighty Iraqi army forged 
with the power and might of Al­
lah and Saddam trample unit af­
ter unit of your unstoppable 
army and all that it stands for. 
(Attention: Iraqi army is subject 
to wild delusions of grandeur 
and will not function properly 
if it has been in the sun for too 
long. If total annihilation seems 
imminent please consult your 
German Field Manuel for fur­
ther instructions.)
Along with this, let’s not for­
get everybody’s favorite person 
to hate, Mr. Saddam Hussein. 
Unbeknownst to many, Saddam 
is actually in the running for a 
Guinness World Record.
He currently has been play­
ing hide-and-seek now for 20 
some odd days, and no one can 
seem to find him. I know it 
seems a little weird that we can 
take over a country and deci­
mate an army in less than a 
month, but we can’t find one 
frumpy little Arab.
Perhaps we should have Bill 
Clinton look for him, he always 
has a way of ending up in places 
that no one else can get into.
There seems to be a long way 
to go in this tireless chase of 
freedom and democracy but 
let’s not forget what’s impor­
tant in life and what truly mat­
ters m ost...L IK E WHO 
YOU’RE TAKING TO J/S! Like 
ohmygosh can you believe that 
it’s like only three weeks away 
and I like totally don’t have a 
date?
It’s the end of the world as 
we know it...but I feel fine.
Cedar Faces
Linda
Divan
Senior
Catologuer
What led you to your cur­
rent position on campus?
While I was teaching for a year 
in Xenia, one of my friends 
called me and asked if I knew 
anyone who would be inter­
ested in her library position at 
Cedarville. I said that I did, ap­
plied for the job and got it.
How have you seen the li­
brary change over the 
years? When I began work­
ing at Cedarville the library was 
in Milner. When we moved the 
library from Milner to the new 
building, classes were sus­
pended for the day and all the 
students came to help move the 
books. Chuck’s provided a pic­
nic lunch, and everyone who 
helped out received a t-shirt that 
said, “I survived the library 
move.”
What do you enjoy most 
about your job? Being around 
the books—getting to see all of 
the new things coming in.
What was the first job you 
ever had? A day camp coun­
selor; I did that for three sum­
mers while I was in college.
What is the first book you 
remem ber reading as a 
child? I remember my mom 
taking us to the library every 
two to three weeks. The books 
that I remember reading had 
three characters: Snipp, Snapp 
and Snurr. They were Scandi­
navian books involving three 
brothers.
Do you have any pets? I
have two cats: Simba and 
Tigger. The vet calls them do­
mestic shorthairs—they were 
both strays.
W hat is your favorite  
rainy day activity? Reading a 
good book and having a cup of 
hot chocolate with a cat or two 
on my lap—depending on their 
mood.
How do you enjoy spending 
your free time? During the 
school year I work with the Pe­
tite Praisers, preschoolers and 
kindergarteners during the 
church service. We teach them 
songs and basic things about 
music. We sing in church sev­
eral times a year.
W hat is your favorite  
genre of literature? Myster­
ies—I think it is fascinating to 
see the scenarios authors come 
up with and how they solve 
them.
If you could choose one 
book to recommend to a 
non-reader, what would it
be? Because I’m interested in 
the genre, I’d probably choose 
some type of mystery. Most 
people like solving puzzles, and 
mysteries usually have some 
kind of action.
If you could spend an af­
ternoon with any author, 
who would it be? Gilbert Mor­
ris—he writes Christian fiction 
in various historical settings. 
He writes so many books that 
he must have a massive store 
of historical information. It 
would be interesting to talk with 
him.
fere
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Jeremy Camp Sings his Faith
Jartma Schwab
Contribut mgr Writer
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On April 1, Jeremy Camp came
0 CU and brought along open- 
fig act Everyday Sunday. Al- 
hough it was the day after 
Masses resumed follow ing 
'Pring break, a decent-sized 
!fowd was there early to get the
I'est seats.
Everyday Sunday, a modern 
Pck band which began in Co- 
Ptnbus, started off with many 
its familiar favorites. They 
Pleased their first album, “Stand 
Jp,” in 2002. Although they are 
*ot the traditional “Christian” 
’and, Everyday Sunday still has
1 strong message and relevant 
hemes in their songs.
Lead singer and songwriter 
Oey Pearson had this to say 
'bout the group: “A lot of people 
leem to think as a ‘Christian’ 
’and all your songs have to be 
esus, Jesus, Jesus, or you are 
tot a Christian band. And a lot 
’f people think that to relate to 
>eople you have to do the oppo­
se by making sure you don’t 
Jesus or God too much be­
muse it will turn people away. I 
iVrite about how I feel and what 
to going through. Hopefully, if 
Jod is in the center of every- 
hing I do, that will be evident in 
he things I write about.”
Jeremy Camp sings ‘I Still Believe’ on the Cedarville stage. D. Berruti/  Contributed
After kicking off his set with 
some of his familiar favorites, 
headliner Jeremy Camp told 
about how he came to write 
“Stay,” one of CCM’s top five 
albums for 2002. He had met his 
future wife while leading wor­
ship in a small Bible study group 
in the San Diego area. Although 
they were not dating when Me­
lissa was diagnosed with ovarian 
cancer, he went to visit her in 
the hospital. It was then that they 
realized their love for each other.
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While on their honeymoon, he 
wrote “Walk by Faith.” Only 
months later would he realize 
how much his faith would be put 
to the test. Melissa passed away 
in February 2001. Shortly after 
her death, Jeremy composed the 
song “I Still Believe,” which talks 
about God’s faithfulness and love 
even though we might not be 
able to see exactly what His plan 
is.
After sharing his powerful and 
moving testimony, Camp led the 
audience in a praise and worship 
time. The audience was also able 
to hear his talented mother, Teri 
Camp, sing with him onstage 
when he unveiled a new song 
from his upcoming album, “Car­
ried Away,” to be released in Sep­
tember. Freshman nursing ma­
jor Courtney Tardy remarked, “I 
really liked the concert. His 
songs are great, and it makes it 
even better that there’s meaning 
behind them. It’s cool how he 
can take a tragedy and write 
some really good songs about it.”
After concerts in Florida and 
California, Camp is scheduled to 
shoot a new video for the single 
“Take My L ife .” Everyday 
Sunday’s video, “Lose it Again,” 
is currently number nine on 
www.TVUlive.com. They will 
be performing at OSU in Colum­
bus and at the Jesus Fest in Ar­
kansas in May. For more infor­
mation, you can check their 
w ebsites for times and tour 
dates.
Breakfast Lovers will 
Smile at First Watch
Jlen Tetrick  
Contributing' W riter
If you are into breakfast food, 
then you are bound to like First 
Watch, where loaded omelets, 
French toast, fruit, and all other 
morning meals are served every 
day until 2:30. First Watch 
serves lunch items as well, such 
as Cobb salads, Reubens, and 
Grilled Turkey sandwiches, but 
what really pries the eyes open 
and causes the mouth to water 
is the elaborate breakfast selec­
tion. The amazing food, com­
bined with the carafe of coffee 
provided on the table, is enough 
to*jump-start even the roughest 
of days.
First Watch is located on 2614 
A Colonel Glen Highway in 
Fairborn. From the outside, it 
looks like an average bagel shop, 
just another store in an outdoor 
shopping center, but after enter­
ing I was met by a refreshing 
atmosphere, with natural light­
ing and country decor.
I was seated immediately af­
ter entering the restaurant, and 
if I had to wait I would have 
done so with a complementary 
cup of coffee. Amazed by the 
number of delectable choices on 
the menu, I took the stereotypi­
cal female amount of time de­
ciding what to order. It wasn’t 
just the usual “sweet or salty” 
determination, as I had to choose 
from three pages of delicious as­
sortments.
The choices on the menu range 
from the simple, such as bacon 
and eggs, to the exotic, like Flo­
ridian French toast, made with 
pure vanilla, imported cinnamon, 
brown sugar, cream and eggs, 
then topped with powdered 
sugar, bananas, kiwis and ber­
ries. The menu’s Health Depart­
ment section features low-fat 
and low-cholesterol items, like 
the Fresh Fruit Crepes -  two thin 
homemade crepes wrapped 
around fresh fruit, topped with 
low-fat strawberry yogurt, cin­
namon and sugar and served
with a Baked Muffin of the Day. 
Also in this section is the Siesta 
Key Cocktail, a delectable par- 
fait made with layers of low-fat 
yogurts, fresh fruit, granola and 
nuts. The Acapulco Express is a 
deliciously spicy omelet filled 
with avocado, chorizo sausage, 
green chiles and onions and 
topped with melted Monterey 
Jack and cheddar cheeses, sour 
cream and a side of salsa.
After much deliberation, I sig­
naled our very attentive and 
friendly waiter and ordered the 
Floridian French toast. When the 
ordering fiasco was finished, I 
finally sat back and observed the 
restaurant. The smoke-free en­
vironment and the spacious seat­
ing made my experience very • 
refreshing.
First Watch’s motto, “We go 
that extra mile to make you 
smile,” is very apparent in their 
service. In less than ten minutes, 
the food arrived. The French 
toast was better than it sounded 
on the menu, even though I 
could not resist snagging a few 
bites of a friend’s Western om­
elet. The French toast was much 
better than the omelet, but that 
may be due in part to the fact 
that the omelet was cold by the 
time I tested it.
With all the fresh fruit, unique 
varieties, and superior service, 
one would think that a trip to 
First Watch might break the 
bank account, but with almost 
every meal under eight dollars, 
the experience is very afford­
able.
1 was incredibly surprised to 
find that First Watch has 42 lo­
cations across the U.S. and is 
ju st beginning to develop. 
Whether for a Sunday brunch or 
just a breakfast with a friend, this 
is definitely the place to go. If 
you are still skeptical about the 
varieties offered by First Watch, 
you can visit the website at* 
www.firstwatch.com.
+  +  +  +  +
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Zwan Sound Echoes Corgan’s 
Earlier Smashing Pumpkins Style
Joel Harris
Contributing' W riter
Many of you children of the 
1990s will rem em ber Billy 
Corgan, the Smashing Pump­
kins’ lead singer and guitarist. 
His stiff, almost shallow voice 
resounds in our heads when we 
remember favorites such as “To­
night Tonight,” and “Bullet with 
Butterfly Wings.” The lyrics are 
despairing and helpless amidst 
societal inflexibility, echoing, 
“The world is a vampire, sent to 
drain/ Secret destroyers, hold 
you up to the flames/ And what 
do I get, for my pain/ Betrayed 
desires, and a piece o f the 
game.” Corgan’s melodic, flow­
ing approach brought alternative 
Goth rock closer to popularity 
than ever before.
After announcing the band’s 
dissolution in May o f 2000, 
Corgan formed the band Zwan, 
which also includes fellow 
Windy City native and Pumpkins 
member Jimmy Chamberlin, 
Matthew Sweeny, David Pajo 
and Paz Lenchantin. They 
launched the new band with their 
album, “Mary Star of the Sea,” 
in January of 2003.
Though Zwan evokes memo­
ries o f the earlier Smashing 
Pumpkins, the two bands are 
distinctly different. Zwan has a 
softer, more m elody-driven 
tone. Corgan’s voice seems to 
be softer and less harsh than in 
his Pumpkins days.
The guitar and drums of Zwan 
still have a distinct Pumpkins fla­
vor, while the lyrics are still the 
deep, thought-driven fragments 
classic to the Pumpkins. “Dec­
larations of Faith” starts out with 
mildly distorted strums on the 
guitar, and soft, melodic bass 
controls the mood of the song. 
The ever-present electric guitar 
gives the song some consistency 
in the kaleidoscope of sound that 
is Zwan. The flow breaks down 
for the chorus of the song, stop­
ping the rapid pace for a few 
moments before continuing 
again.
“Ride a Black Swan” starts out 
again with a prominent guitar 
rhythm, this time a little less dis­
torted, and after a few short 
measures quickly preludes into
melody of Corgan’s vojce and 
the guitar. In many o f these 
songs the melodic theme is pro­
vided not by the lead guitar, nor 
the bass, but by the vocals, 
which is kind of an odd situa­
tion, since Corgan’s voice is 
notoriously rather shallow in the 
quality of tone.
In his earlier days as well as 
today, his is one of the more dis­
tinctive voices in music. As I 
mentioned previously, his shal­
low tone is not as highlighted in 
Zwan as it was in earlier Pump­
kins, which is a shame, but de­
spite the attem pt to give 
C organ’s voice more body 
through the sound mixing on 
this album, his trademark re­
mains the same as always.
Sometimes Corgan’s lyrics 
can seem cryptic, but with a little 
attention, his meaning can be 
understood. “Lyric” starts out 
atypically with a solo guitar riff, 
but the bass, swimming back 
and forth with an almost fluid 
motion, is quickly introduced. 
This song is similar to some of 
the other songs in that it uses 
concrete pictures to refer to ab­
stract ideas, evoking a sense of 
transcendent and purpose-ori­
ented themes within the music.
As sappy as it sounds, the 
song “Lyric” looks at the thought 
of inner peace, symbolized by a 
dove: “Dove, can’t you cry with 
out an aside/ be, warm invite, I
life, to span these years/ create 
a new thought.”
“Jesus, I” is another lyrically 
intriguing gem, giving us a 
glimpse into the perplexing, at 
least partially apparent Christian 
background o f Corgan. This 
song is almost a cry for help and 
a statement of trust in Christ, 
which seems odd at the outset. 
He sings, “Jesus, I’ve taken my 
cross/ all to leave and follow 
thee/ I’m destitute, despised, 
forsaken/ all to leave and follow 
Thee/ and follow thee.” The 
song continues, in almost hymn 
fashion, “Jesus/ Jesus/ Jesus/ 
reborn/ reborn/ reborn/ reborn/ 
so perish every fond ambition/ 
God and trouble are all I’ve 
known/ yet how rich is my con­
dition/ God and heaven are all 
my own/ God and heaven are all 
my own.”
This song almost gives an un­
derlying motivation for the rest 
o f the album. Despite what 
Corgan sees and realizes in this 
life, he longs to hold onto that 
hope of salvation and final de­
liverance that he understands in 
God. Regardless of whether his 
understanding of salvation is 
correct, his struggle of under­
standing God’s sovereignty in 
light of human reality is one with 
which we all struggle.
-iorens
COFFEE CORNER continued
C o f f  e e  L > e a n e r y  L t d
Debate C 
^as thrilled 
out, but said 
by the resul
Lydia Schmttgner 
Contributing' W riter
Tired of visiting the Fairfield 
Commons Mall? Ready for a 
change in scenery and shops? 
Then head out to the less-busy 
Dayton Mall. While spending 
your day shopping, make sure 
to visit Coffee Beanery Ltd on 
the bottom floor of the mall.
Coffee Beanery is a lot like 
the typical mall coffee shop be­
cause there is not an in-store 
seating area, but the reason­
ably-priced coffee and friendly 
staff make this experience both 
enjoyable and convenient. The 
Dayton Mall is located about 31 
miles from Cedarville and only 
a very short drive from many 
unique area restaurants, mak­
ing the location ideal for those 
who make shopping an all-day 
event.
The in terior o f Coffee 
Beanery is bright and spacious, 
which is another way it sets it­
se lf  apart from other fast­
paced, impersonal mall coffee 
shops. The staff is also very 
friendly and helpful when it 
comes to finding the right drink 
for your tastes. The walls of 
the shop are covered with pack­
ages of flavored whole beans, 
mugs, coffee makers, and just 
about anything else one would 
need to make their own coffee 
shop style drinks at home.
The drink menu is very lim­
ited, but it is suitable for the av­
erage coffee drinker. Some o He said, “ 
the items include flavored coi^ubate an< 
fee, tea (cold and hot), lattAorked exti 
mocha and espresso. The Coi^hen CU si 
fee Beanery also has a large v^Pportunity 
riety of iced coffee, includinpery well oi 
the ice fudge ripple and the icePuuse of the 
mocha. The iced drinks hav,velop their t 
a tendency to be mostly ic^e glory of 
rather than coffee, so be sur Despite c< 
to ask for less ice or order Rebate unft 
larger size. debate Teai
The price range is reasonabltegral part c 
for a coffee shop at such a'l victory 
great mall location. A small flaPlace in the 
vored coffee starts at $1.2(^takes. 
and the highest priced special “Their cc 
drink is only $3.25. Coffe&'gnificani 
Beanery also has a selection <A>ach Matt 
pastries, cakes, muffins anPeted well 
cookies. °ate that 1
Overall, I responded posiagainst nati 
tively to Coffee Beanery. Whil^ho live am 
the drink selection is smalle0^  debate.” 
than what I am used to at othe Appropri 
coffee shops, and even thoug^nd Debat 
there is no seating inside th^darville’ 
Beanery, 1 enjoyed my visit trotter, whi 
the shop and enjoyed my drinlteatn after t 
The Coffee Beanery may n<^ ar>tastic c 
be worth a special trip out deputation 
Dayton, but if you are alread^oore said 
in the area, it is definitelpaced ne> 
worthwhile to stop in for yo^rjetman w 
favorite cup of coffee. Cedarville i 
Coffee Beanery Ltd , Sietman, 
2700 Miamisburg 
Centerville Rd„ Dayton 
937-434-4339 
Open normal mall hours
toWait a ye
[°rnia. Sta 
J^CCFI wil
Princess
continued from  page 3
lars through donations and ticket 
sales for the Zambia Project.
The CU Global HIV/ AIDS 
Campaign concluded March 18 
with an encouragement to stu­
dents to send a letter of appeal 
to President Bush, requesting 
that American funds go toward 
helping with the AIDS pandemic 
in Africa. Senior Amanda Olsen 
said, “My perspective on the 
HIV/AIDS crisis has changed: I 
see now that there are steps to 
take to help reduce the pain of 
HIV/ AIDS, there is hope, and 
HIV/ AIDS can be dealt with.”
A Wor 
Two R< 
Homen 
Cream 
Pettinc 
Friend" 
Two Si 
Homer
Best M i l
Best Ice
*6116 Cell eti?
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forensics
«  continued from  page 1Debate Coach Jeff Motter was thrilled with the team’s turn­out, but said he was not surprised 
by the results.
r. Some c He said, “The students on the 
ivored coflebate and forensics teams 
hot), iatte^orked extremely hard all year. 
. The CoM'hen CU students are given the 
a large v^Pportunity to excel, they reflect 
includin^ery well on the University be­
nd the icclause of their willingness to de­
rinks havvelop their talents and minds for 
nostly icfte glory of God.” 
so be sur Despite competing in forms of 
or order debate unfamiliar to them, the 
debate Team also played an in- 
reasonabl*egral part of Cedarville’s over- 
at such M victory, finishing second 
*. small flaPlace in the Debate Team sweep- 
at $1.2^akes.
d special “Their contribution was very 
5. Coffe^ignificant,” said Forensics 
Section c^oach Matt Moore. “They com- 
iffins anPeted well in two styles of de­
bate that were new to them 
ded pos^gainst nationally-ranked teams 
ery. Whil(Vvho live and breathe those styles 
is smalle°f debate.”
toatothe Appropriately, the Forensics 
en thoug^d Debate teams dedicated 
inside th^darville’s NCCFI victory to 
ny visit trotter, who will be leaving the 
my drinlteam after this season. “Jeff is a 
' may n^ar*tastic coach with a great 
rip out t^putation among his peers,” 
re alread^oore said. Motter will be re- 
lefinitel.’Pjaced next year by Rebecca 
i for yoi^'etman who graduated from 
:e. ^edarville in 1999. 
y Ltd Sietman, however, will have 
l° Wait a year for her trip to Cali- 
|°rnia. Starting next year, the 
i^CCFI will rotate each year be-
burg
)ayton
39
hours
tween the west coast and the 
midwest. Beginning the rotation, 
Cedarville University is privileged 
to host the tournam ent next 
year.
Moore looks forward to the 
home-court advantage but is 
also excited about the opportu­
nity to endorse Cedarville’s mis­
sion statement. “It is a great op­
portunity for Cedarville in the 
sense that o ther C hristian 
schools around the country will 
have the opportunity to learn 
about us and what we are all 
about.”
With the current season wind­
ing down, the Forensics team still 
has one competition remaining. 
Over Easter break, the team will 
be traveling to Ball State Univer­
sity to compete against 120 
schools in the National Foren­
sics Association (NFA) tourna­
ment for the first time in 
Cedarville Forensics’ 22-year 
history.
Despite the size and the bud­
gets o f the schools against 
which Cedarville will be compet­
ing, such as Ohio State Univer­
sity, M oore is confident 
Cedarville will size up.
He said, “We are in uncharted 
water. We are there to create a 
foundation upon which we can 
build in the future. Budgets don’t 
matter when the team is talented 
and willing to work hard. Stu­
dent for student, Cedarville has 
such a high quality of students 
that our school is able to com­
pete against larger universities.”
Students interested in joining 
the Debate Team next year 
should contact Jeff Motter.
Young’s Jersey Dairy
A Working Farm 
Two Restaurants 
Homemade Ice 
Cream 
Petting Zoo 
Friendly Service 
Two S ift Shops 
Homemade Donuts
Udders & Putters 
Miniature Solf 
Catered Sroup 
Picnics
Sreat Sandwiches 
Covered & Heated 
Tee Driving Range 
Great Study Break!
No Bull. 
Just 
Family 
Fun at 
Young's!
BestM ikshake h  Ohio (O ho Magazine)
Best Ice Cream in the Region (Region's Business Reader’s Roll)
#1 Attraction in the Dayton-Springfield Area (Dayton Business 
Journal!
One mile north of Yellow Springs on Route 66
937-325-0629 cows@youngsdairy.com 
www.youngsdairy.com
Dairy Store Hours —6 am to 10 pm Sun-Thurs 
6 am to 11 pm Fri & Sat
For information about Foren­
sics, contact Matt Moore or visit 
the Forensics website at http:// 
people.cedarville.edu/StuOrg/ 
forensic/.
Forensics auditions will be 
held April 24 from 4 to 7 p.m. in 
Alford Annex 107.
Library
continued from  page 3
in Library Sciences its second 
recipient, senior Catherine 
Thorne, who plans to go on to 
study library sciences at Univer­
sity of Kentucky. An alumnus set 
up this scholarship in 1998, and 
it can be used by any student 
who is going on for a graduate 
degree in library science.
Our library was not the only 
one saluting its resources. Ob­
servance o f National Library 
Week began in 1958, and today 
libraries across America cel­
ebrate each April. Some invite 
local or national authors to 
present their books, host poetry 
readings or have professors 
serve as honorary librarians for 
a day.
Baseball
continued from  page 1
player can make or break a 
freshman’s experience of college 
baseball. Freshman first 
baseman and pitcher Andrew 
Noble said, “I think the older 
guys have really welcomed us 
well. They have showed us the 
ropes and have helped make the 
transition to college baseball 
easier.
“One of the main differences 
between college and high school 
baseball is that mistakes aren’t 
made as much. You really have 
to take advantage of the oppor­
tunities you are given because 
you won’t get a second shot,” 
he said.
At this point, the Yellow Jack­
ets’ goal for the season is to 
make it to the NCCAA World 
Series. In order for this to hap­
pen, the team must win the invi­
tational, which takes place at 
home at Cedar Park in early May. 
Jackets fans should not be sur­
prised to see the Yellow Jackets 
become a team that contenders 
are afraid to play.
The Yellow Jackets will host 
Wilmington today at 4 p.m. and 
Rio Grande on Saturday for a 
doubleheader starting at 1 p.m.
Dream
continued from  page 1
tumes for sprites. The first stage 
picture, with fairies and sprites 
emerging from a seemingly vacu­
ous backdrop to present their 
opening dance, is breathtaking.
In the woods, the fairy king 
Oberon (Scott Ryan) and his 
queen Titania (Hannah Detwiler) 
are quarreling over a lost Indian 
boy (the ubiquitous Jordan 
Leightenheimer). Titania, unwill­
ing to part with the boy, leaves 
with a curse from Oberon. Af­
ter her fairies have sung her to 
sleep—via a reworked Enya 
song, and not Shakespeare’s 
ever-soothing lullaby: “Thorny 
hedge-hogs, be not seen;/ 
Newts, and blind-worms, do not 
wrong;”—Oberon wets her eyes 
with a potion, causing her to love 
whom or whatever she sees 
when she wakes. In the mean­
time, the mischievous fairy Puck 
(Josh Canfield) uses a little of 
the potion on Lysander and 
Demetrius, who have slept in the 
woods and wake to find them­
selves competing again, this time 
both for Helena.
Throw into the mix a band of 
traveling rustics, the bumbling 
comic relief of this production. 
Led by Peter Quince (Daniel 
Alburger), the rustics are plan­
ning to stage a new play on the 
tragedy of Pyramus and Thisbe. 
Once in the woods to rehearse, 
the bombastic leading man, Bot­
tom (Rob Chestnut), finds him­
self changed to an ass, thanks 
to the pranks of Puck. Be-muled 
and left alone by his frightened 
fellow players, Bottom becomes 
Titania’s immediate love interest.
Almost all the funny moments 
in the show belong to the rus­
tics. Of particular hilarity is Josh 
Cobb, who shamelessly embod­
ies Francis Flute, a youthful bel- 
lows-mender resigned to the role 
of beautiful maiden Thisbe in the 
rustics’ play. Flute plays at be­
ing shy and embarrassed with a 
feminine role, but is really a closet 
ham; Cobb balances these quali­
ties with comic maturity. His 
Flute never feels entirely confi­
dent in his masculinity, though 
he tries desperately to maintain 
it, to humorous effect. Cobb’s 
stage chemistry with Chestnut 
during the performance scene is 
side-splitting. The two make a 
surprisingly believable Pyramus 
and Thisbe while all the time 
smacking of self-parody. Neither 
Chestnut nor Cobb could be
more on target with his ‘suicide 
scene,’ the verbal and physical 
timing of which are pitch per­
fect. A side note: watch for Doug 
Messinger to stop the show with 
his suddenly snippy diatribe in 
the same scene.
Eventually, of course, as with 
most o f Shakespeare’s com­
edies, everyone ends up happy, 
human and in love with the right 
person, preferring to think of the 
forest escapade as merely a 
dream. The lovers join with 
Theseus and Hippolyta for a 
triple wedding, complete with a 
subdued Baroque-style dance by 
the humans and a lively Celtic 
number by the immortals. Not 
just here but throughout the play, 
the choreography is all over the 
place stylistically. From Bach to 
ballet to Riverdance, it grows 
nearly impossible to put one’s 
finger on a common link. The 
same can be said for the cos­
tumes— Hippolyta could have 
emerged from a production of 
“Oedipus Rex” while Hermia 
would better fit the pages of a 
Brothers Grimm story. Likely,
Baker intended to use these ele­
ments to underscore the time­
lessness of the tale and its themes «
of confounded love.
“A M idsum mer N igh t’s 
Dream” ends with Puck’s well- 
known epilogue, which Canfield 
delivers with the same electric 
energy he exhibits the entire 
show. Canfield truly creates a 
vibrant fairy with his own 
charming set o f struts, hand 
tricks, expressions, and youth­
ful squeals. Each time he ap­
pears on stage, it is apparent 
Canfield feels exceedingly com­
fortable in Puck’s tart, verdant 
get-up. He leads the company of 
fairies and sprites command­
ingly, and together they really 
steal the show. Nothing is as 
stunning to watch as the mes­
merizing scenes of immortals 
flitting about the forest, singing, *
dancing gracefully, and donning 
the attractive spectacle that char­
acterizes this production’s ap­
peal.
If you’re tired of love stories 
that try to present themselves 
without the staple glowing hair­
pieces and soaring winged char­
acters, “A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream” may be just the produc­
tion for you—a beautiful look, a »-
good time, and several hearty 
laughs. Considering its popular­
ity on campus, however, you 
may need a little of Puck’s fa­
mous luck to get in the door.
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Oren Developed Skill
During Toddler Years
Ruthina N orth cu tt
Contributing- W riter
It was the Christmas of 1983 
when Jon Oren’s parents handed 
him an ornament to place on the 
tree. Two-year old Jon stared at 
the shiny ornament, not know­
ing exactly what to do with it. 
Jon looked at the ornament, then 
at the tree, then back at the or­
nament. The next thing his par­
ents knew, little Jon was hurling 
the ornament at the tree. “That’s 
when my parents knew that 
baseball was in my future,” said 
Oren.
Oren began playing baseball at 
the age of five, inspired to play 
by his father, who loved the sport 
but never had a chance to play 
himself. Oren played baseball all 
through school, leaving him with 
some fond memories.
“When I was 10, our little 
league team won the county 
championship, and we were on 
TV. That’s pretty exciting for a 
10-year-old,” he said.
Oren also remembers the good 
times playing catch with his dad 
in the backyard, along with the 
time he pitched a perfect game 
in high school. There are many
aspects of baseball that he enjoys, 
ranging from the challenge to the 
mental aspect of the game to the 
team camaraderie to the connec­
tion of being part of such a com­
mon “American pastime.”
Oren was recruited by 
Cedarville’s coach and encour­
aged to come here by his high 
school coach, Dan Ambrose, a 
former Jackets baseball player. 
Even though the Cedarville base­
ball team is young this year, Oren 
is participating in a program that 
is improving each year.
“The team unity this year is 
unparalleled with my past experi­
ences with team unity here at 
Cedarville,” said Oren. The team 
has three main goals this year: to 
obtain an over 500 record, to see 
someone become a Christian as a 
direct result of their play, and to 
“take care of business.”
A junior international business 
and missions major, Oren desires 
to work with kids in a sports 
ministry overseas in the future. 
“Athletics is a universal language,” 
Oren said. “I love working with 
kids.”
Oren wants to combine his gift 
of salvation with his athletic abili­
ties to show Jesus Christ to chil­
dren in underprivileged countries.
Jon Oren strikes a pose on the field. M. Riddle/  Cedars
Bicycles for Recreation, Transportation, and Fitness
Bikes from:
• Trek
• Lemond
• Gary Fisher
, G E C y 0 >
Full line of accessories.
Sales
and
Service
Sports
Tues.- Sat. 10 - 6
Sun. 12 p.m. - 4 p.m., Closed Mon.
110 Dayton St. 
937-767-9330
Track Takes Eighth at Emory MeeTen
Jlen T e tr ick
C on tribu ting  W riter
With a successful indoor sea­
son behind them, the Cedarville 
track and field athletes are ready 
for a prosperous outdoor sea­
son.
After a cold meet at the 
Muskingum Invitational before 
spring break, the team headed 
to a much-warmer Georgia for 
the Emory Classic. The team 
spent the week of spring break 
training and preparing for the 
competition on Friday and Sat­
urday. The Cedarville men cap­
tured an eighth place finish, well 
ahead o f Wright State. The 
Cedarville women also finished 
in eighth place out of the 24 
teams present.
Senior Michalina Gluchowski 
placed third in the hammer 
throw, while sophom ore 
Rachel Castro placed first in the 
pole vault. Junior Sarah Rob­
erts placed second in the 
steeplechase, where she had to 
not only run a total of 3,000 
meters, but also had to clear a
number of hurdles and a water 
pit with each lap. Senior Erin 
Nehus placed third in the 10,000- 
meter run. In the men’s events, 
senior Drew Nelson placed 
fourth out of 47 competitors in 
the 800-meter dash. Freshman 
Joel Smith placed third in the 
men’s high jump, clearing 6 ft., 
2 in. Freshman Justin Mattern 
placed third in the pole vault with 
his mark of 12 ft., 11.75 in. Jun­
ior Tim Beck placed second in 
the long jump.
On April 5, the team was back 
in Ohio, com peting at the 
Wilmington College Invitational. 
Overall, the men placed fifth out 
of 14 teams, while the women 
took a strong third-place finish.
Freshman Kevin Hall braved 
the 3,000-meter steeplechase, 
placing third overall. Beck 
placed third in the 400-meter 
dash, second in the long jump 
and third in the javelin throw. 
Other top performances were 
by senior Kent Ruth, who took 
first place in the javelin, and 
Smith, who took first in the high 
jum p. Sophom ore Andy 
Goodenough ran the 800-meter
Je
dash with a strong fourth pla 
finish.
For the women, Roberts ag2 
placed second in the steepl C on tri 
chase, and Nehus finished in fi' 
place in the 1,500-meter run ai After a w 
third place in the 800-meter nft'e women’ 
Junior Ann-Marie Wiggins fi'ng forward 
ished sixth in both the 1,5(£nal seasor 
meter run and in the 800-mefcoasted a p 
run. Senior Jennifer Tetrick Conference 
ished fifth in the 5,000-me*ng 10-0 in 
race. In the pole vault, Casteast Confe: 
placed first with a vault of Eventho 
feet. Freshman Jamie Tatum ftrs from la: 
ished in third place with a vaQ0O3 wo me 
of 9 ft., 6 in. Gluchowski w%0ng. Co; 
first place in the hammer thrdsaid, “The 
setting  a field record ting in we 
Wilmington, with her throw learn and p 
45.65 meters. excited to
The next meet will take pCplanned fo 
at Miami University, where > On Marc 
competition except CU will 'ets kicked 
NCAA Division I. The diffidwith a 
competition will force Cedarvi'Wj|mjnglol 
runners to a higher standard, a(ing t0 Geo 
many of the competitors anti' \\ [-,ere the 
pate the Miami meet, hoping tt!from Emr 
they will reach qualifying maf Piedmont, 
for NAIA and NCCAA Natio -phe £ e(
a*s-________________  through I
Golfers Swing into New Seasoi
Ruthtna N orth cu tt
C on tribu ting  W riter
After spending spring break 
in the Sunshine State, the 
men’s golf team returned to 
Ohio only to find windy and 
rainy conditions for the 
Shawnee State Invitational on 
March 31. These conditions 
were not favorable as the men 
attempted to improve the team 
record.
“We have gotten off to a slow 
start thus far,” said sophomore 
Ben Foreman. “However, I 
think that we have a lot of po­
tential. If we can just have one 
good tournament to get some 
confidence, we will be alright.” 
The men’s golf team consists 
of seven players: two seniors, 
two juniors, one sophomore 
and two freshmen. Seniors 
Craig Bennington and Tom 
Simon provide leadership and 
consistency for the team as 
they are both playing in their 
fourth year for the Yellow Jack­
ets. These golfers have high as­
pirations for the season, with 
the goal to win districts.
“We have a bunch of players 
who, if on their game, can all 
score well enough to be contend­
ers,” said Bennington. “We just 
have to all do it at the same time. 
We’re a team in a very, very 
tough conference, but we all do 
feel that we have the ability to 
surprise a lot of people and win 
some tournaments.”
Coach Ryan Bowen considers 
himself a mentor to the golfers 
on his team. “We’ll again be con­
centrating on consistency, which 
is something any golfer has to 
be disciplined at,” he said. “It is 
so easy when not playing well 
to give up m entally on the 
course and post a bad score. We 
will be working on the mental 
toughness issue -  to be able to 
turn a potentially high score into 
a score the team can use.” Not 
only does Bowen want to see his 
team be successful on the 
course, but he also wants them 
to gain experience for life. “ I 
want the players to improve their 
golf, but I want them to grow 
spiritually as well,” said Bowen. 
“Golf is a game they can play 
for the rest of their lives. It is
easily by a 
Jackets on 
Jhroughou 
Jodi Krakt
something that can be played1 j 0n J^ !e 
glorify Jesus Christ and be us< ’atl Juni 
as a ministry. \ , .
Freshman Dave Parmerlee h| . e . VV1( 
begun to find many witnessif . u” lor 1 
opportunities on the golf couf | ,0r en 1 
among the unsaved golfers wi* artmaT  
whom he and his teammaf ° man 
interact/1! think that one of o' patches 
goals is always to give 100 pe QU” in cla 
cent when we practice so tbj PPonent 
we can improve as the seas' ej" six Pc 
goes on and play to our fulK , , 1e J-a 
potential. If we practice hard  ^ e’r sPr'r
I tQry overwill be able to make a run . 
some of our other goals, lil Slye 8-1 
winning the AMC,” said Fof( ^°rcien’s 
man. -lhree str
The schedule includes one 1" 
hole tournament and five 36-ho‘ 
invitationals, with the seas*5 
concluding with the 54-hd 
AMC Championship. “Our fit* 
two tournam ents have be^1 
rough, but we are ready to ta^ 1 
on the rest of the season a*1' 
prove to all that we can be 
force within conference,” sa|1 
junior Jonathan Brust. The tea1; 
anticipates their upcoming inv' 
tational on April 11 and 12 at D* 
bana.
The 1 
Chines 
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Arena 
in the 
Volleyl 
Tick 
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or a 
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^ T en n is  Teams Set for Victories
Jlen Te tr ick
Contribucincr W riter
fourth pla
Roberts ag« 
the steep! 
lished in ft
leter run ai After a winning 2002 season, 
0-meter rifhe women’s tennis team is look- 
Wiggins fi'ng forward to another phenom- 
) the l,50enal season. The Lady Jackets 
e 800-mefcoasted a perfect record in their 
• Tetrick Conference play last year, finish- 
5,000-meftig 10-0 in the American Mid- 
ault, Casfcast Conference, 
vault of Even though the top two play- 
e Tatum fers from last year graduated, the 
with a va'2003 women’s tennis team looks 
howski wstrong. Coach Pamela Johnson 
nmer throsaid  ^-‘The new players are step- 
record |ping in well and are eager to 
er throw learn and play at this level. I am 
e*cited to see what God has 
II take pkplanned for us this year.” 
y, where j Qn March 18, the Lady Jack- 
CU will 'ets kicked off their 2003 season 
he difficjwith a 7_2 victory over 
e Cedarvi Wilmington College before head- 
andard, a%g t0 Georgia for spring break, 
i*ors.ant* Where they faced competition 
’ pPmg®ffom Emmanuel College and
atl° The Cedarville women blew
_______ tro u g h  Emmanuel, winning
easily by a 9-0 count. The Lady 
jack e ts  only lost 14 games total
L S O I lhroughout match- Freshmen 
Cdi Kraker and Bethany Staten 
e played1 'V°n No. * doubles match 8- 
ind be us* ^  anc* junior Carrie Hartman and 
s°phomore Courtney Ruffin fol- 
rmerlee ti '°^ed w'1*1 an 8-2 win. 
witness^ .-*Uni°r Sarah Rogers and se- 
golf coufj fll0r Cn Roman won 8-0. Kraker, 
oifors wi( ^ artman’ Staten, Rogers and 
eammat‘^ 0man won their singles 
one of o1 latches in straight sets, and 
,e i oo pe claimed the victory as her 
ice so tf» °PPonent defaulted in the num- 
the seastfber six position, 
our fulC- Phe Lady Jackets concluded 
ce hard v ^ e*r spring break trip with a vic­
e a run ; tory over Piedmont by a deci­
mals, lil s'Ve 8-1 score. The Cedarville 
said Fof£ Women’s doubles team claimed 
^ree  straight victories once
les one \\ 
ve 36-ho! 
he seas<> 
s 54-hol 
“Our 0  
ave be«' 
dy to tatf 
:ason a A1 
can be1 
ace,” sai1 
The teaf 
aaing ifo1 
i  12 at L"
m a m  T i
Hartman concentrates on making a clean return. M. Riddle/ Cedars
again, with the No. 1 doubles 
team of Kraker and Staten win­
ning 8-5. In the No. 2 slot, 
Hartman and Ruffin also held the 
victory 8-5, and Rogers and Ro­
man won 8-2 at the No. 3 posi­
tion.
On the singles courts, Kraker, 
Hartman, Staten, Roman and 
Ruffin finished on top of their 
matches, contributing to the 
near-perfect win against Pied­
mont.
On April 3, the team marked 
their 21st straight league victory 
against Shawnee State. The 
women won 9-0, losing only 
four games total in the match. 
CU swept the doubles matches 
with identical 8-0 scores.
Singles winners were Kraker, 
Hartman, Rogers, Nourse, Ro­
man and Ruffin.The Lady Jack­
ets will host Walsh at 3 p.m. to­
day and Malone at 10 a.m. Sat­
urday.
After a 14-11 record during 
the 2002 season, the men’s ten­
nis team is ready to take on the 
challenges of the 2003 season.
From the World of Sports
The U.S. Women’s National Volleyball team will take on the 
Chinese Junior National Team in an exhibition game on Sun., 
April 27 at 4 p.m. The event will take place at Nationwide 
Arena in Columbus. The U.S. Women’s team is ranked third 
in the world and won the silver medal at the 2002 Women’s 
Volleyball World Championships.
Tickets are $15, $12 and $8. Tickets may be purchased at 
the Nationwide Arena Ticket Office by calling (614) 246-3355 
or at all T icketm aster locations (online at 
Www.ticketmaster.com or by phone (614) 431-3600).
After losing two three-year 
starters, the Cedarville men will 
have their work cut out for 
them, but with new additions 
to the team and several return­
ing players, the men are look­
ing forward to their 2003 sea­
son.
Coach Alan Edlund sees this 
year’s freshmen playing key 
roles during the 2003 season. 
He is “confident” that the 
freshmen are able to “adjust 
quickly” to college 
competition.The men won their 
first scored match March 15 at 
Bluffton 7-2.
On March 18, Cedarville 
faced Wilmington College, who 
proved to be no match for the 
Jackets. The men won in nine 
straight matches, finishing 9-0. 
At Cumberland, the men lost 2­
7.
Next, the Cedarville men had 
a busy spring break, playing in 
five consecutive matches. The 
Jackets first faced Emmanuel 
on March 24, where they swept 
each match with a command­
ing victory of 9-0. The next day, 
the men had their work cut out 
for them against Piedmont, but 
they lost 0-7. On Wednesday, 
the men played at North Geor­
gia State and lost 3-6. 
Thursday’s match proved to be 
victorious against Tennessee 
Wesleyan, as the men won 7­
2. On March 28, the men lost 
2-7.
The men’s team will host 
Walsh today at 3:30 p.m. and 
Malone on Saturday at 11 a.m.
Women Determined to 
Break Softball Record
CEDARS- FRIDAY, April 11,2003 1 1
D an ielle  Davidson 
C on tribu ting  W riter
The road to achieving high 
expectations tends to lead 
through some tough obstacles, 
but the women’s softball team 
knows how to handle those bar­
riers.
Last spring’s season was suc­
cessful, when the team snatched 
a record 30 victories and had 
three players receive conference, 
regional and national honors. 
Expectations for this year’s sea­
son started high and were 
nudged even higher. “Our goals 
are to break last year’s winning 
record and set another new 
record for our school,” said 
sophomore Katy Dellicarpini. 
Another goal is to “win the N A1A 
Regionals,” said sophomore 
pitcher Natalie Fox.
Things look promising from 
the plate with 13 returning play­
ers from last year’s squad, in­
cluding senior first baseman Sa­
rah Tsermengas, a member of 
NCCA A-All America First Team, 
who carries a .357 batting aver­
age. Also in the lineup is junior 
Ashley Smith, a two time AII- 
NCCAA Midwest Region vote 
with a .301 average.
The pitching staff and defense 
offers nothing less, with senior 
left-handed pitcher Julie Burt and 
sophomore all-star Natalie Fox, 
who was made an NCCAA-A1I 
America second team member 
and an All-AMC first team mem­
ber by picking up 14 wins and a 
1.3 ERA. With all these facets 
looking strong, and the addition 
of team speed, it looks like the 
goals are in reach. Carpenter 
said, “We have three quality 
pitchers, a versatile defense, and 
for once, possess team speed. 
Hopefully, we can produce a 
winning season.” Though the 
start has been rough, it looks as 
if Carpenter has every reason to 
keep hoping. The Jackets split 
the season opener with Mt. 
Vernon, winning the first game 
3-1 and losing the second 4-1: 
The team then headed to Cali­
fornia for the Sun West Tourna­
ment. The team went 2-8 in the 
tournament and left the west 
coast frustrated but not hopeless. 
“I don’t think anyone was happy 
with how we played in Califor­
nia. All we could do was learn 
from the experience, and that is 
exactly what we d id ,” said 
sophomore Tara Munson.
The Jackets put that learning 
into practice as they swept con- - 
ference rivaf Urbana in their first 
doubleheader back home. Fox 
pitched the first game, allowing 
only three hits and granting 14 
strikeouts to the Blue Knights. 
Smith singled herself onto base, 
stole second and brought in the 
only run of the game on an er­
ror to make the final 1-0.
Burt pitched the second game 
with equal power, allowing just 
four hits, no walks, and striking 
out five Blue Knights during the 
5-1 contest. Cedarville got its 
points early, scoring four of the 
five runs in the first inning. 
Tsermangas had two hits and 
crossed the plate twice. Sopho­
more Richelie Clem doubled and 
brought in another RBI, and 
freshman Ginger Keithley stole 
three times.
The women swept up two 
more victories in their nexl 
double header against Notre 
Dame. The Jackets had all ol 
their eight points in place after 
the second inning of the five in­
ning game, and freshman AI lie 
Smith pitched a shutout, allow­
ing just one hit and striking oul 
seven. The second inning suc­
cess was brought in by three RBI 
singles and a walk. Then Smith 
brought in four more runs by 
herself when she sent the ball far 
over the left-fielder’s head with 
the bases loaded and beat the 
throw home for the third grand 
. slam of her career.
Fox pitched the second vic­
tory, giving up only two hits, 
striking out five, and then get­
ting two hits for her team from 
the plate. Sophomore Patty Wil­
son and Munson each had two 
hits as well. Freshman Jackie 
Greetham had two RBIs, while 
Tserm engas hit her second 
homer of the season to make the 
final 8-3 and bring the overall 
record to 7-9.
The women will have to do ex­
actly that as they face five con­
ference powerhouses before 
heading to the NCCAA Midwesl 
Regional tournament. The Lady 
Jackets will host Rio Grande 
April 11 and Shawnee State April 
16.
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“May all of your Christmases be white.” 
Senior Music Education Major Debbie Compton 
Freshman Music Education Major Aaron Carpenter
“Christ is all 1 need...Christ is all I need...”
Junior Tuba Performance Major Mike DiCuirci 
Senior Theory Composition Major Paul Thomas
“1 am no longer taller than the president.” 
Junior International Business 
Major Andy Koury
“There is no better way to leave the presidency than with 
your own graven image.”
Junior Finance Major Aaron Sattler 
Junior Pre-Seminary Major Rich Abraham
“Paj foi bom . foi curtios . bueda fixe mesmo. Bom trasalyo, sanda cena. 
Sophomore Pre-Med Nursing Major J. Filip Quina
“I was looking forward to a ride in the Jag, but 1 
guess I’ll never get that chance.”,
Freshman Management Major Abby Fento'1
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